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was allowed to become merged "in it At length he was
completely enmeshed in its toils, and, as we shall soon
see, this surrender eventually proved his ruin. As a sort
of compensation to his exclusive interest in the business,
certain memories of his childhood came to Hfe As a
child he had taken great delight in painting and drawing.
But, instead of renewing this capacity for its own sake as
a balancing side-interest, he canalized it into his business
and began to conceive ' artistic'- elaborations of his
products. His phantasies unfortunately materialized: he
actually began to produce after his own primitive and
infantile taste, with the result that after a very few 7ears
his business went to pieces. He acted in obedience to one
of our 'civilized,ideals', which enjoins the energetic man
to concentrate everything upon the one end in view. But
he went too far, and merely fell a victim to the power of
his subjective infantile claims.
But the catastrophic solution may also be subjective,
i.e. in the form of a nervous collapse. Such a solution
always comes about as a result of the unconscious counter-
influence, which can ultimately paralyse conscious action.
In which case the claims of the unconscious force them-
selves categorically upon consciousness, thus creating a
calamitous cleavage which generally reveals itself in two
ways: either the subject no longer knows what he really
wants and nothing any longer interests him, or be wants
too much at once and has too keen an interest—but in
impossible things. The suppression of infertile anc*
primitive claims, which is often necessary on *' civilized
grounds, easily leads to neurosis, or to the misuse of
narcotics such as alcohol, morphine, cocaine, etc. *n more
extreme cases the cleavage ends in suicide.
It is a salient peculiarity of unconscious tendencies
that, just in so far as they are deprived of their energy by
a lack of conscious recognition, they assume a correspond-

